A major weapon in the Government’s armory to battle the national deficit, announced in the Budget, is a proposed rise in the standard rate of VAT from 17.5 per cent to 20 per cent from January 2011. Although health services are exempted from Value Added Tax (VAT), the cost of many of the essential materials, equipment and sub-contracted activities which service dental practices are not, and so any rise in this tax will add to the financial burden of running a dental practice. This increase in practice overheads comes at a time when many are already committed to additional expenditure on autoclaves and decontamination facilities to ensure compliance with HTM 01-05.

In recent years, many practices have expanded their activities to include non-health related cosmetic treatments such as tooth whitening or botulinum toxin injections, as well as selling toothbrushes and dental hygiene products, and these procedures and products are not VAT exempt nor zero-rated.

The present threshold for compulsory VAT registration is a turnover of £70,000, and this means that if the gross income from any practice activity not officially recognised as health care exceeds this figure, then the practice must register for and charge VAT on this aspect of its services, and any changes to the rate of VAT will automatically apply.

Dentists who are in any doubt about which activities in relation to dental services qualify for VAT exemption, should consult VAT Notice Number 701/57 for Health Professionals.

Prudent practice owners and sole traders are currently asking what they can do in the short term to take advantage of the lower VAT rate before it rises in January 2011.

The obvious first step is to bring forward any projected major expenditure or purchases, such as refurbishment, new IT, sterilising or other surgery equipment to before the deadline, and so reduce the VAT burden by 2.5 per cent.

However, principals and managers should be aware that the Government has introduced measures to counter businessess paying in advance, or pre-dating invoices at the old rate, for goods or services to be supplied after the January 2011 when the new rate comes into force.

These measures provide for a supplementary VAT charge of 2.5 per cent to be levied in cases where the customer can...
If you are considering purchasing any new large equipment or digital imaging system, then don’t delay. With the VAT rate increasing to 20% from January, time is short if you wish to save that additional 2.5%.

Whether you are looking to purchase a Treatment Centre, Decontamination Equipment or Digital Imaging Systems, The Dental Directory has the widest possible range of the very latest products available. We offer equipment from all the major suppliers including Belmont, Anthos, KaVo, Satalec, Schick, Dürr, E-Woo, Tecno-Gaz and many more. However, because we are not tied to any particular manufacturer, our product experts can offer unbiased advice on which systems best suit your requirements.

Whatever the product, we aim to supply, install and commission your equipment quickly and with minimum disruption to your practice. Plus our nationwide after sales service team are on-hand for that extra piece-of-mind.

As you would expect from The Dental Directory, all products are offered at the best possible price, with attractive finance deals also available.

Our latest Equipment and Digital Imaging collection is detailed in our new brochure, so if you have not received your copy, call us today.

For further information, or to arrange a no-obligation consultation, call our Equipment Department FREE on 0800 585 585.

Trust... for Equipment

Ask your accountant about 100% tax relief on all capital equipment purchased before 31st March 2011!
not recover all the VAT on goods supplied, and/or where any of the following conditions apply:

- The supplier and customer are connected
- The supplier is funding the purchase
- The payment on the invoice is not due for at least another six months
- The value of the goods or services supplied is £100,000 or more, except in cases where prepayment or advance invoicing are standard commercial practice

Given the recent changes, dentists operating as sole traders might wish to consider incorporating, as this often pro-
vides a legitimate means of saving tax in other areas - paying a reduced rate of Corporation Tax, for example. Limited companies comprised one of the few sectors of the economy to benefit from the Coalition’s first budget, when the previous administration’s announced increase in Corporation Tax was reversed, and replaced with a reduction, with further decreases to follow. Corporation Tax is already significantly lower than the top rate of Income Tax, and incorporation could yield substantial fiscal, financial and personal benefits for dentists in the appropriate situation. Owners of small companies (profits under £500,000) will pay almost 10 per cent less corporation tax under the new Government, whilst bigger companies will pay up to 15 per cent less.

Although the latest figures indicate that the economy is improving faster than expected, personal and family spending remains constrained by existing debt, and there is still on-going pressure on wage increases and uncertainty over employment, meaning it may be some time before the amelioration has an impact on retail dentistry. With other tax changes also in the pipeline, this could be a good time to discuss your situation with a professional for some new ideas on business efficiency – monitoring cash flow, for example, planning for the rise in VAT or identifying areas where expenditure could be reduced. When times are hard, experience has proved that intelligent austerity today is always the foundation for greater success tomorrow.

The one piece of unalloyed good news is that Mervyn King and the Bank of England have pledged to keep interest rates at the present historical low for as long as possible, so if you do have to borrow, loans are cheaper than they have ever been. For more information please www.landselrose.co.uk.
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